
Drink Kuemmerling.

Read the number on the 
bottom of the bottle.

Perform the corresponding roulette task and have fun.

Say 3 times in a row: The crafty captain canes copious 
amounts of Kuemmerling.

Blindfolded, try to feel a number under a 
full Kuemmerling bottle.

Everyone must hide while you count to 10 with your eyes closed. 
The people you can see without having to move, do 5 push-ups.

Name 5 cities that begin with "K".Name 5 cities that begin with "K".

Do 10 push-ups or have another drink. 

Balance a bottle cap on your nose for 1 minute. 

Place 2 Kuemmerling bottles with a distance of 2 Kuemmerling 
bottles. Now flick the bottle cap through the opening from 
a distance of 5 Kuemmerling bottles. If you don't succeed, 
the other players can throw their caps at you.

Pantomime an animal. The others have to guess it.Pantomime an animal. The others have to guess it.

Juggle with 3 Kuemmerling bottles for at least 10 seconds.

Name at least 3 of the Kuemmerling drinking commandments.

Look into the eyes of a fellow player and spell 
" Kuemmerling " backwards.

Name a city, a country and a body part that start with "K".

Balance an empty Kuemmerling bottle on your 
forehead for 3 seconds.

Make your counterpart laugh without tickling them.

Grab your opponent and dance together for 20 seconds 
with a Kuemmerling bottle between your foreheads.

Form a sentence using 5 words that begin with "K".

Pantomime a sport. The others have to guess it.Pantomime a sport. The others have to guess it.

Recite a toast.

Turn in a circle 10 times and then try to stand on 
one leg for 5 seconds. 

1-1 staring-off. Whoever blinks or laughs first loses.

Make a pass at a teammate with cheap pick-up lines. 

Read out the last WhatsApp you wrote. 

Comment on the action for 3 minutes like a sports announcer.Comment on the action for 3 minutes like a sports announcer.

Use a vacuum technique to attach a 
Kuemmerling to your face.
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Serenade your Kuemmerling.

Pick a jar. Everyone guesses how many Kuemmerling bottles 
will fit in the jar. The person who guesses closest gets to drink 
one or pass one out.

The number on the bottom of the bottle tells you the number 
of push-ups you have to do. If it's 20 or more, you get to divide of push-ups you have to do. If it's 20 or more, you get to divide 
the number by 4.

In 1 minute, find an object that is as heavy as
3 empty Kuemmerling bottles.

Spin in a circle for 15 seconds and then stand on one leg. 

Stack 10 Kuemmerling bottles on top of each other as fast 
as possible. If you make it, you either get to drink one or 
give one away.give one away.

Donate 1 euro for a good cause.

Arm wrestle with the person of your choice.

Speak with a dialect of your choice from now on.

Play truth or dare with a player of your choice.

Do 5 jumping jacks.

Tell one true story and one made-up story. 
Have everyone guess which one is true. Have everyone guess which one is true. 

Show the last picture on your phone.

Determine a word that must not be said from now on. 
If you say it, you have to have a drink. 

Decide on a person who is only allowed to drink 
with the weak hand.

Describe a song of your choice. If no one guesses it, 
you have to drink one. you have to drink one. 

Choose a person and give them a new name.

Tell a bad joke.

Try to lick your elbows.

Show a secret, funny or unusual talent. 

Spell a word with your nose by drawing letters in the air. 
The others must guess the word.

Find as many words that rhyme with Kuemmerling as possible.Find as many words that rhyme with Kuemmerling as possible.

From now on, all the names you say must begin with "K" 
(Laura = Kaura, Matthias = Katthias, etc.).

Place 2 Kuemmerling bottles with a distance of 2 Kuemmerling 
bottles. Now flick the bottle cap through the opening from 
a distance of 5 Kuemmerling bottles. If you don't succeed, 
the other players can throw their caps at you.

Drink without using your hands. Drink without using your hands. 

Do a somersault. 

Put a blindfold on. One of the other players gives you their 
hand and you have to guess which player's hand it belongs to. 

Pantomime a movie. The others have to guess it.

On the count of 3, everyone points to the smartest
person in the round. 

Everyone in the round wearing less than 6 pieces Everyone in the round wearing less than 6 pieces 
of clothing drinks.

Play your favourite song and dance to it for at least 30 seconds.
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Play thumb wrestling with your opponent. 

Dance with the person to your left for at least 30 seconds.

Sing a verse of your choice as high as you can. 

Your ear is attached to your shoulder for 1 minute from now.

Make the person to your left laugh by whispering 
something in their ear.

Steal a Kuemmerling from the youngest person near you.Steal a Kuemmerling from the youngest person near you.
 
How many Kuemmerling bottles can you balance 
on your fingers? 

Let the person to your right guess in which hand you 
are holding your Kuemmerling bottle. 

Make 5 jumping jacks.

The number on the bottom of the bottle indicates how The number on the bottom of the bottle indicates how 
many times you have to run around your Kuemmerling. 
Above 20, you can divide the number by 4.

Drink arm-in-arm with a friend, drinking from the other’s bottle.

Do 10 burpees.

Do a cartwheel.

Dance the letters of " Kuemmerling ". If needed, you can bring in Dance the letters of " Kuemmerling ". If needed, you can bring in 
a teammate of your choice.

Speak about yourself in the 3rd person from now on. 

Walk a few meters and act like a chicken.

Make your eyebrows dance separately. 

Burp 5 times in a row within 15 seconds. 

Try to infect your teammates with loud laughter. 

Do 10 jumping jacks.

Put a Kuemmerling cap in your belly button. 
You can also pass this task on to another participant.

Do someone a favor in the round

Invent a new word for cheers. Use it for the rest of the day.Invent a new word for cheers. Use it for the rest of the day.

Impersonate a famous person of your choice.

Pantomime a profession. The others have to guess it.

Give a person a piggyback ride and run as far as you can.

Guess which person has the most loose change. 
If you're wrong, the person with the most change gets 
to hand out a Kuemmerling.

Have your friends confirm your identity by listing your personal Have your friends confirm your identity by listing your personal 
details in order (clockwise). The person to your left starts. 
The first to make a mistake has to drink a Kuemmerling.

Turn 13 times on the spot in the circle and drink a Kuemmerling.

Hold hands and drink one Kuemmerling each without 
touching the bottles with your hands.

Make up a rule that everyone has to follow from now on, 
for example, touch your nose before drinking.for example, touch your nose before drinking.
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